As Texas reopens and cities begin to position for short- and long-term stimulus funding, AECOM, the City of Austin and TxDOT want to ensure our D/S/W/MBE and VOSB business community is ready to participate in future economic recovery opportunities.

AGENDA:

- AECOM state of the industry and future infrastructure stimulus spending overview
- City of Austin SMBR certification requirements and compliance overview
- TxDOT PEPS Overview
- Q&A

If you are a D/S/W/MBE or VOSB engineering, architecture, or professional service firm looking to do business with AECOM, the City of Austin, TxDOT or other local infrastructure clients, we invite you to attend this virtual meeting.

YOU’RE INVITED TO
AECOM’S D/S/W/MBE HUB AND VOSB VIRTUAL ECONOMIC RECOVERY PLANNING EVENT

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

CITY OF AUSTIN
Texas Department of Transportation

WHEN:
THURSDAY, JUNE 4TH, 2020
3:00 P.M. – 5:00 P.M. (CST)

WHERE:
MICROSOFT TEAMS

PLEASE RSVP BY MAY 31ST, 2020

PRESENTERS:

Matt Bucci
VP Senior Strategy Advisor
AECOM

Brian Tynan
VP Government Relations
AECOM

Jolene Cochran
Program Compliance Coordinator
- SMBR Compliance Division
CITY OF AUSTIN SMBR

Deanna Brown
Business Development Counselor III, LEAD
- SMBR Certification Division
CITY OF AUSTIN SMBR

Danny M. Neal II,
PE, PG, CTCM, CTPM
TxDOT PEPS CENTER OF EXCELLENCE SECTION